**Trium Acquisition PC Requirements (for 2D only units)**

**Operating System:**
Microsoft Windows 7 64 bit minimum. Windows 8/10 64 bit Professional / Ultimate

**HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:**

- Processor: INTEL I5 or superior
- RAM: 4GB DDR3 1600MHz in Dual Channel configuration
- Hard Disk: 1TB 7200 rpm or superior
- Graphics card: OPEN GL 2.1 compatible (suggested an NVIDIA GT/GTX)
- Monitor: 1280x1024 16 million color at least. HD resolution is suggested.
- **ADMINISTRATION RIGHTS:** Always take care to be the administrator of the workstation, and log in as the same user of the AIS installation.
- Network Cards: 2 LAN network boards needed
  
  1. **One NIC can be already present on the motherboard and used only for network access. The second one MUST be an INTEL CT 1000 pro and MUST be used for the connection between Trium and workstation. This is provided in the Trium box.**
  
  2. **Avoid using a wireless network card on the workstation: Gigabit Ethernet is needed to share the patient exams with the clients PCs. Due to this, a WiFi network card could be too slow to transfer patient exams with client PCs.**

**THE CHOICE OF WORKSTATION/SERVER FOR X-MIND TRIUM PANORAMIC/CEPH, OR OTHER VERSIONS OF TRIUM PROVIDED WITHOUT WORKSTATION, IS UNDER CUSTOMER RESPONSIBILITY. A WRONG CHOICE, WITHOUT RESPECTING THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS, WILL NOT BE UNDER ACTEON GROUP RESPONSIBILITY.**